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Development of a New Yokohama City Hall 

Current Issues and Development Need 

1. Facility/Equipment Aging 

- Overall deterioration of equipment 50+ years old 

- Insufficient consideration for elderly/disabled access 

2. Office Dispersion 

- Insufficient workspace due to increased workload 

- Dispersed among roughly 20 nearby buildings (confusing, inconvenient, 

inefficient; approx. 2 billion yen in rent, etc. per year) 

3. Insufficient Space to Accommodate Citizens 

- Insufficient space to provide information, advise citizens and handle 

other diversifying needs 

4. Responsiveness to Social Circumstances 

- Digitalization of society and diversifying/complexifying governmental issues 

- Enhancing security measures and crisis management 

- Environmental measures to achieve a low-carbon society 

5. Disaster Measures 

- Based on the experience of the Great East Japan Earthquake, ensuring safety to operate as a disaster 

shelter 

- Developing a strong building that can respond immediately to earthquakes, tsunami, etc. 

Building a New City Hall -Completion in 2020- 

 Basic Mission 

1) An open city hall that provides accurate information and governmental services and utilizes the rich 

citizen power 

2) A hospitable city hall loved by its citizens and befitting an international city 

3) A city hall that plays a central role in crisis management of a range of crises 

4) A low-carbon city hall that maximizes environmental consideration 

5) A city hall that reduces financial burden, adapts to future change and remains useful in the long term 

 Basic Development Policy 

- Enhance citizen information provision, consultation, guidance, etc. 

- Develop a space for citizen collaboration and exchange 

- Achieve open city council meetings 

- Develop a space that is loved by citizens and exudes Yokohama to visitors 

- Ensure structural integrity and equipment resilience for business continuity during a major earthquake, etc. 

- Effective use of natural and renewable energy and promotion of urban greening 
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Composition of New City Hall -Upper-middle-lower 3-section composition- 

The lower floors are spacious with high ceilings, so they will include the roofed plaza, citizen-use 

facilities and commercial facilities for diverse, energetic, public activity. The middle floors (3-8) 

with an atrium will be for council meetings and the floors above that will contain governmental 

functions. 
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Building Overview 

Project Name: Yokohama City Hall Relocation Construction Project Client: City of Yokohama 

Construction Manager (*): Yamashita PMC/ Yamashita Sekkei JV Design/Construction: Takenaka/ Nishimatsu Construction JV 

Order Method: Integrated design/construction Site Area: Approx. 13,160 m
2
 

Gross Floor Area: Approx. 143,450 m
2
 No. of Floors: 32 above ground, 2 below, 2 penthouses 

Max. Height: Approx. 155 m Foundation: Pile foundation (cast-in-place concrete piles) + spread 

foundation 

Structure: Steel frame (CFT columns), etc. 

Internal seismic isolation + vibration control 

 

Construction Period: February 2016  Contract 

August 2017 Construction started 

Spring 2020 Completion scheduled 

*Construction Manager: Takes on the central technical role at each stage (planning, ordering, designing, building, etc.) on the part of the 

client, executing process, quality and cost management. 


